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USA Awareness Campaign
As an avid camping and fishing enthusiast I’m always worried about a
medical emergency while away from
home. Today I’m traveling around
the country insuring that Emergency
Rooms and first responders are made
aware of the benefits when they encounter a subscriber of MNS’s.
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Since day one, we envisioned our service functioning throughout the world,
like a travel companion you could always rely on in an emergency. Another
step towards that goal is the latest upgrade to our subscriber profile, which
now allows for international addresses, phone numbers and country codes
for all contacts around the world. In addition to the profile and contact
upgrades, we have also added Google Translator, which allows for our website to be translated into 60 languages and Babylon 10 has been implemented to translate medical info in any one of 75 languages. Coupled with
our 22 multilingual call centers around the country and Puerto Rico, we can
assist you in your emergency no matter where you might travel.
Roger Wood from the US Department of State acknowledges that a service
such as ours can be a great benefit for those who travel abroad especially
those with chronic conditions and or citizens who travel alone.

Traveling for the holidays?
Special points of interest:
Please note that as of October ID cards can be
printed online, currently in English other languages to follow.

In the Works
SmartPhone App
Foreign Postage Calculator
Monthly Billing for one year subscribers

There is so much to remember when preparing for a trip during
the holidays. You have your personal belongings along with
gifts perhaps. Cant forget your medications and regiment of
vitamins and such but, don’t forget about preparing for any and
all emergencys. Bring extra food and beverages, batteries or
chargers for your electronics and most of all, Update your Contact information on Mynotify1.com for the time that you are
away. Try and remember that your State ID or Passport only
has your permanent home address!
Home is where ever your feet land!

Perfect Enhancement to Travelers Insurance
Peace of mind while on your honeymoon? Yes, this is just
what Christopher and Lisa Johnson got while honeymooning in Panama this past summer.
It was the remote locations and not having anyone familiar with who to call or how our medical information needed to be relayed in a emergency. This is why we decided
to use the My Notification service to enhance the travelers insurance we would have while on our trip. After reviewing on how the service functioned and our travel insurance would be notified in the event of an emergency
was quite a relief. We thought how else or who would
know to call the travel insurance folks? I mean the services offered are only of value during your emergency not
days after you’re home.
With one more worry out of the way. We were able to
enjoy ourselves in the beautiful and remote areas of Pan-

Enhance your chances of being identified during
any emergency weather medical related or not.

As one who travels and quite often without a photo ID
on me, I rely on medical ID jewelry. For me it was a
simple dogtag which I wear around my neck. This
makes it not only easy to be identified but, also includes
the My Notification contact info.
If you are an outdoor enthusiast weather its birdwatching in Panama or fishing the shores of the bayou . Its
comforting to know that this is one more thing which
you do not have to worry about.
The partner which we selected for supplying medical ID
jewelry is Lauren’s Hope(laurenshope.com). As you will
see by their extensive collection, there is something for
everyone.
Take your My Notification information to their site and
use Promo Code: MNS15 this will allow for a 15% discount on most items.
Enjoy the great outdoor and stay safe!!!

Our service can be a real Lifesaver
Emergency Calls

Last year our call centers took in over 200 emergency calls for
our subscribers. From those 200 incoming calls we have sent
out more than 1100 notifications on their behalf. There is no
telling what difficulties were averted due to our call centers
timely and accurate notifications.
Each notification whether through an email, text or phone call
included the type of information that you would want shared
during a medical emergency. Our operators share the following;
subscribers name, hospital where they are residing currently,
along with any special instructions left by our subscriber to be
shared. Fortunately, none of our subscribers were in need of
our retained Grief Counselor and we are truly thankful for this.
Let’s put this into some perspective. We operate 22 call centers
which function 24/7 without fail. This means that at any given
time our clients are protected by literally 100’s of operators
trained to assist in medical emergencies. From our multilingual
staff to the utilization of Babylon translation software which
helps insure that your medical information is provided in the
language where you are taking medical care. Our focus has and
always will be on the positive outcome from any medical emergency.
So please, take your time, retain your sanity and have a safe
Holiday Season!

